annual report
twenty ten

2010 at a glance
ARt
Highlights included the world
premiere of Wunderkammer.
The most ambitious work in
Circa’s history triumphed in
its debut season at Brisbane
Festival. On Air delivered
sophisticated thrills as it
charmed young and old at
QPAC’s Out of the Box Festival.
In repertoire works (Circa, 46
Circus Acts, by the light of
stars that are no longer…) were
continuously refreshed, retrained
and re-invigorated and Circa
Zoo performed their first major
festival piece.
PeRFORMAnCeS
Highlights included London
and New York, Quilpie and
Oakey, Sydney and Brisbane;
The Barbican, Sydney Opera
House, Gaeity and New Victory
Theatres. We delighted in
opening the Ulster Bank Dublin
International Theatre Festival
and changing French circus
forever in Auch. Toured for 24
weeks in front of 80,060 people.
Achieved standing ovations
and sold-out houses around
the world.
CHALLenGeS
We faced broken ankles,
contracts cancelled because
of the GFC, a shoulder
reconstruction and missed
flights, currency movements
and the flu. Financial control
systems creaked under
increased loads and tossed
acrobats hit the mats …
repeatedly.

PeOPLe
Circa welcomed four new
full time ensemble members
- Freyja Edney, Scott Grove,
Emma McGovern and Lewis
West - to increase the total
number to seven. New staff
arrivals also included Diane
Stern (Producer), Gaelle Lindrea
(Director of Development),
Jason Organ (Production
Manager), Helen Stephens
(Administrator), Linda Reed
(Marketing and Administration)
and Brooke Dawson (Training
Centre Manager). Of course
with arrivals come departures
and this year we farewelled
Brian Faker (Touring Producer),
Mark Douglass (Training
Centre Manager), Beck Grace
(Marketing Administration)
and Brigit Bannerman
(Administrator).
tHAnkS
To our Board, our Corporate
Development Group, our
funding agencies, our clients,
our partners, our friends and our
families. Without each of you,
the improbable Circa would be
impossible.
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OnwARDS
To 2011, our biggest and most
exciting year ever.

PARtICIPAtIOn
Training Centre workshops and
classes catered to the needs
of 17,198 people learning circus
from Circa. Workshops were
held around Brisbane and
across Queensland throughout
the year.
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ARtIStIC DIReCtOR’S
StAteMent
In a time where the bears of
confusion roam unhindered,
where the clowns have
ascended to the seats of power,
where the tinsel of spectacle
and whiff of sawdust have
replaced public discourse, in
short, in these times; the circus
has become terribly necessary.
Unhindered by the niceties
of convention, unbowed by
artistic categories of legitimacy,
untamed by the need to be
dignified, the circus is the last,
perhaps the only place where
it is still possible to actually do
something.
In its absolute commitment to
the actual, in its celebration
of what Dr Martin Luther King
called ‘the fierce urgency of
now’, in its total dedication to
the physical limits of the human
body, in its restless striving for
new modes of expression that
communicate more deeply even
as they delight and amaze, the
circus has been transformed
from a place of escape to a site
of truth.
It is a great privilege to have
the extraordinary team at Circa
fearlessly pursuing new modes
of expression in circus and
to have stakeholders, agents,
presenters, participants and
friends who allow us to present
the outcomes from these
explorations at home and across
the world.
At Circa these works and
experiences have created a
circus form at once vulnerable
and strong, engaging and
challenging, astonishing and
moving. A circus where the
physics of hope and the poetics
of suffering are transformed
through the sinews and
cartilages of our artists into
something utterly necessary and
new. An alchemy of sorts.

Yaron Lifschitz
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what our audiences say

“Thank you for choosing
JP5. I appreciated and
enjoyed the long tissues.
My favourite game was
spinning sticks because
it was spinning up and
down my arm. It was
amazing and exciting. I
was frightened and scared
when the girl rolled and
covered herself with the
long tissues. I loved the
hula hoops because it
goes around on your hips
and touches the ground.
I loved the Circa because
it was awesome and
brilliant.”
Year 3 Child, School Workshop
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“The Brisbane-based
outfit strips it right
back, ditching the
Lycra, the smoke
and mirrors, and the
pretence normally
associated with circus.
This leaves just seven
performers at their
physical peak who push
their bodies to the
extreme, performing
what’s been called
‘acro-ballet’.”
Sydney Morning Herald, Aus

“One hesitates to
start a festival off
giving a five-star
review, but this is
truly outstanding.”
The Irish Times
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wunderkaMMer
new work
In this exquisite cabaret of
the senses, a diva melts into a
rope, balloons and bubble wrap
discover their artistic souls while
bodies twist and fly. Seven
performers of unbelievable
ability bend the very fabric of
reality.
Sexy, funny and explosive,
Circa returns with a breathless
cocktail of new circus, cabaret
and vaudeville. Control and
abandon, skill and humour,
lyricism and anarchy all meld
into a sinuous fugue of profound
beauty.
Circa is world-renowned for
creating startling new ways to
experience circus. Combining
seemingly impossible physical
feats with a poetic sensibility,
its creations move, amaze and
astonish.

“… fantastic
entertainment:
shocking at
times, thrilling,
sexy, beautiful,
moving and
captivating
throughout.”
OURBRISBANE.COM, BRISBANE
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on air
new work
Experience 45 minutes of
buoyant delight. In On Air,
internationally acclaimed
Circa brings its poetic, fresh
and startlingly original vision
of circus to young audiences.
On Air is a celebration of
challenging gravity, of flying
and falling, of things that go up,
up, up and then fall down. This
creation combines aerial-infused
circus with live music, light and
fog to create a physical vision
floating in a cloud of wonder.
On Air follows the journey of
three characters. Each tries, fails
and succeeds in going up. This
work features ropes and tissues,
trapezes and minitramps to
bring to life some of the ways
we try and get (and stay) up in
the air. From the first moment
when a performer reaches for
a rope to the stunning Chinese
pole finale, the audience is
transported into a world of
human aspiration – where
we are no longer land-locked
beings, where we can dream
and leap upwards.
The performance is set in a fog
where the interplay of light,
bodies and shadows has the
playfulness and beauty of dust
motes dancing in a sunbeam.
The music features sampled
children’s voices, contemporary
beats and old-world circus
music. The lights and sound
and stage design help create an
atmosphere at once enchanting
and honest.
On Air is created by Yaron
Lifschitz, Circa’s Artistic
Director, with composers Darrin
Verhagen and Chris Vik and a
multi-skilled team of acrobats
and technicians. It is a refined
touring work capable of playing
intimate to mid-scale venues
in multiple configurations from
end-on to in-the-round.
On Air features Circa’s strippedback openness, physical
refinement and sophistication.
The work has successfully held
audiences of young children
from ages 5 months to adults
of 83.
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“…fluid
movement
showing great
agility and
strength …
accompanied
by gasps of
appreciation
from the
audience.”
THE COURIER MAIL, BRISBANE
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“… knee
tremblingly sexy,
beautiful and
moving. 4 Stars”.
THE GUARDIAN, UK
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circa
In repertoire
CIRCA is a work created for
7 performers from three of
Circa’s in-repertoire works – The
Space Between, by the light of
stars that are no longer... and
FURIOSO.
Over 80 intense minutes, the
performers move from highly
connected acrobatic and
tumbling sequences, through
fast-paced intricate scenes
through to the hauntingly
beautiful closing scenes of by
the light of stars of stars that
are no longer... Circa’s signature
style – combining poetic
physical beauty, extraordinary
circus skills and an immersive
use of sound, light and
projection.
We cause beauty. We make a
kind of physical poetry from
the languages of Circus. Where
other companies tend to add
elements (story, character) our
work is stripped-back circus
of the heart. It finds new
emotional landscapes inside
what is generally considered to
be a spectacle. Our work has
toured to 16 countries across 5
continents in the past 3 years. It
works across cultures, audiences
and venues. It is the appeal
of something that is skilful but
hasn’t forgotten that to be
human is, in the first instance,
to feel.
With CIRCA, you can expect to
see amazing circus skills in new
and startling configurations,
bold and innovative use of
video and lights, a moving
soundtrack and a muscular and
precise movement sensibility.
Circa’s work is very fresh –
contemporary circus, acrobatic
dance, multi-media. But at the
end of it all, Circa’s work brings
human emotion to Circus. Our
shows are deeply felt and make
audiences think and feel.
We are all looking for some
way to make our work more
powerful. In the actuality of
circus, in acrobatics, there is
immediacy, a danger and a
skill that is extraordinary. Many
people want to tap into this
and use its power. So we start
with these elements. They are
our basic script. Rather than
add circus to choreography,
we discover choreographic
possibilities inside circus.
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61 circus acts in
60 Minutes
46 in 45, 31 in 30 & 21 in 20
In repertoire
61 Circus Acts in 60 Minutes
is Circa’s all-time-favourite
family show. Fast, furious fun
for everyone. Set to upbeat
music and featuring four
multi-skilled performers, this
is circus without the boring
bits. This show and its smaller
siblings – 46 Circus Acts in 45
Minutes, 31 in 30 and the ittybitty 21 in 20 are a worldwide
phenomenon. 61 Circus Acts in
60 Minutes has been performed
in over 26 regional performing
arts centres across Australia,
at the Noosa Long Weekend,
Gladstone Sunfest and Brisbane
Festival Spiegeltent and
internationally at the Brighton
Dome, Oxford Playhouse, PuSh
Festival in Vancouver, the
Seattle International Children’s
Festival and at Victoria’s Intrepid
Theatre, Canada.

“It all moves
at break-neck
speed, no two
routines are the
same, and you’re
pretty much
guaranteed to
feel like you’re
out of shape
afterwards.
Brilliant.”
NBC NEW YORK
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“… defies the
imagination
and the laws
of gravity.
Improbably
skilled and
elastic,
astonishing in
their timing
and precision,
improbable in
their expression
of beauty. Circa
shows superior
mastery of
technique and
untouchable,
seemingly
effortless
discipline.”
DAGBLOOD VAN DER
NOORDERN, GRONINGEN
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By the light of stars that
are no longer...
In repertoire
“Observing the stars we
experience an emptiness that is
not our own” Miroslav Holub.
The show combines Circa’s
physical virtuosity with a
haunting soundtrack (featuring
works by MuM, Sigor Ros, DJ
Shadow and Leonard Cohen)
and startling use of projected
light.
Acrobatics, trapeze, tumbling,
and contortion combine with
the nearly lost art of ‘tossing
the girl’ as taught to the
ensemble by Australian circus
elder Clete Ball. These circus
skills have been shaped with
Circa’s unique sensibility to
create an extraordinarily moving
piece about our individual
relationships with the heavens.
Circa has established an
international reputation as
Australia’s most innovative
circus. by the light of stars that
are no longer… has already
been seen in Colombia, Canada,
Denmark, The Netherlands, Italy,
Belgium and France.
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regional & national

BrisBane

sydney oPera house
Venue Sydney Opera House
Description An opportunity to
perform at Australia’s premiere
performing arts venue
season 8 June - 13 June
Performances 6
Attendance 2,894

international dance
festiVal, BirMinghaM
Venue Birmingham
Description 2 performances and
2 workshops presented
Season 30 April - 1 May
Performances 2
Attendance 870

Qld regional tour
Venue Various
Description A regional tour of
61 Circus Acts in 60 Minutes
involving shows and workshops
Season 5 July - 31 July
Performances 31
Attendance 1,870

recklinghausen
Venue Ruhrfestspiele, Germany
Description Performing at
a prestigious international
performance festival
Season 26 May - 2 June
Performances 3
Attendance 1,207

circa gala Benefit
PerforMance
Venue JWCoCA
Description Profiling of the
Company to the Brisbane
community
Season 2 March
Performances 1
Attendance 200

shanghai
Venue Australian Pavilion at
Shanghai World Expo
Description Showcasing of Circa
to a world audience
Season 19 - 24 June
Performances 15
Attendance 35,800

out of the BoX festiVal
Venue QPAC
Description World premiere of
On Air featuring non-ensemble
members
Season 10 June - 14 June
Performances 10
Attendance 2,288
Qld Big BBQ
Venue Roma Street Parkland
Description Celebration of
Queensland Day
Season 6 June
Performances 1
Attendance 4,234
BrisBane festiVal
Venue Brisbane Powerhouse,
QUT Festival Theatre
Description World Premiere of
Wunderkammer
Season 12 Sept - 19 Sept
Performances 5
Attendance 2,296
international

euroPe
Venue 4 venues in Italy, Belgium
and France
Description A tour of 6
performances of by the light of
the stars that are no longer
Season 19th Jan - 3rd Feb
Performances 6
Attendance 2,090
london & new york
Venue Barbican & New Victory
Theatres
Description A tour to two high
profile venues
Season 18 March - 4 April
Performances 30
Attendance 16,515
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euroPe / canada
Venue Various
Description A tour of CIRCA
and by the light of the stars that
are no longer …
Season 21 Sept - 28 Nov
Performances 27
Attendance 9,796

REGIONAL & NATIONAL
ATTENDANCE 4,764

BRISBANE
ATTENDANCE 9,018

INTERNATIONAL
ATTENDANCE 66,278

total 2010 attendance
80,060

REGIONAL & NATIONAL
PERFORMANCES 37

total 2010 PerforMances
137

BRISBANE
PERFORMANCES 17

INTERNATIONAL
PERFORMANCES 83
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training centre
The Circa Training Centre
delivered circus training to
people from 3 to 66 years old.
Our Training Centre Manager for
the year was Mark Douglass who
was ably assisted by Brooke
Dawson as Training Centre
Coordinator. A casual staff of
around 30 dedicated trainers
ensured the quality delivery of
all training centre classes and
workshops delivered in 2010.
teRM CLASSeS
Term classes took place at the
studio in Fortitude Valley and St
John Fisher College in Bracken
Ridge. There were four terms
throughout the year, and each
term was 8 weeks long. Each
term offered 16-25 different
classes, with an average of 178
participants enrolled per term.
Children and young people’s
classes included Tiny Tumblers
(3 and 4 years plus parents),
Super Springs (5 to 7 years),
Jump Up (7 – 11 years) and
Livewires (11 – 15 years). Classes
covered a wide variety of circus
skills including handstands,
acrobalance, hula hooping,
juggling, tightwire and aerials
skills including tissu, trapeze,
lyra and cloudswing.
Adult classes (15+) included
general classes at beginner
and intermediate levels which
covered a wide variety of
skills, aerial specific classes at
3 different skill levels, other
specific classes in acrobalance
and handstands, mini tramp and
tumbling, hula hoops, and circus
conditioning classes.
Attendance 5,608
workshops 664
SPeCIAL eVentS
Between terms, classes took
place at our studio in Fortitude
Valley and St John Fisher
College in Bracken Ridge.
For children and young people
Circa offered a Zoology
Weekend in January, Circarnival
holiday workshops in April and
Circus Camp in July.
The Zoology Weekend was
a two day event for current
members of Circa Zoo and
those who were interested in
joining Circa Zoo, or the new
group that was created, Circa
Zoolings. The weekend covered
tumbling, acrobalance, dance,
aerials, performance skills and
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conditioning. The weekend was
also used as an audition for
Circa Zoo as there are limited
places.
Circarnival was a series of
one-day workshops based
upon a particular circus area
culminating in a performance
each day.
Circus camp was a week
focused on a variety of ground
based and aerial circus skills
and shaping these into routines
which were included in a half
hour performance for family and
friends.
For adults there were two,
3 hour Intensives in April
and September. Intensives
included aerials, acrobalance,
conditioning and body work.
Trial classes for both children
and adults were also introduced
as a means of promoting our
classes on a ‘try before you buy’
basis which proved to be very
successful.
Attendance 438
workshops 36

“I just wanted to
thank you again
for the wonderful
Circa workshop
you and your
trainers ran for
the families
yesterday. The
talk in the foyer
was nothing
short of glowing
praise for the 2
hour experience.”
WORKSHOP PARENT

SCHOOL PROGRAMS
MuLtIPLe wORkSHOPS
In 2010 Circa continued term
based programs with St John
Fisher College, Brisbane Boys
College and Northside School of
Dance. Circa also commenced
a series of workshops with
Greenslopes Primary School,
entitled Greenslopes Circus
School, and also started
acrobatics classes with Break it
Down Dance School.
attendance 1,771
workshops 91
SCHOOLS PROGRAMS
One-OFF wORkSHOPS
Circa provided one-off
circus experiences as well as
specially tailored workshops
to a variety of schools from
all over Queensland, both
in our studio and on-site at
schools. Secondary Schools
included St Williams OSHC,
Emmaus College, Brisbane
Boys College, Oakey State High,
Shorncliffe State High School,
Anglican Church Grammar
School, Stuartholme School,
Staines Memorial School and
a community mothers’ group
located in Surat.
Attendance 490
workshops 11
wORkSHOPS At eVentS
The Circa Training Centre also
provided classes designed for
the specific needs of an event.
These included working with
Expressions Dance Company on
their Summer Dance Intensive,
where Circa trainers taught
tumbling and handstands to
dancers at the EDC studio.
Circa ran similar programs at
Performance Plus Dance Centre
and the Cheer Clinic.
Circa also provided a ‘come and
try’ day at our studio for families
associated with the Red Kite
Foundation.

Circa also designed circus
programs for birthday parties
that covered a wide range of
skills with a playful and joyous
outcome. This year Charlotte
and Nate celebrated their
birthdays with us.
At Roma Street Parklands we
did drop-in style workshops,
taste-testing all types of
manipulation skills.
Attendance 1,887
workshops 20
CORPORAte wORkSHOPS
Circa took into consideration
the specific needs and goals
of QUT’s Executives and held
a Master Class with exercises
that allowed performance and
leadership outcomes.
Attendance 25
workshop 1

“I felt very
welcomed at
Circa. It is a
very open and
fun learning
environment.
The trainers
are all very
supportive.”
ADULT PARTICIPANT

“I love it!!! Circa
really has been
one of the
highlights of my
life so far.”
YOUNG PERSON PARTICIPANT

In association with Flying Arts,
Circa facilitated Manipulation
Workshops in Longreach as
part of an Art Camp program
and also in Blackall and
Brisbane.
Guest performer Jay Gilligan
held a performance in the Circa
studio followed by workshops
that were well received, as was
Cornucopia, another specific
juggling workshop held at our
studio and at the Brisbane
Passing Convention.
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Term 1 (8 weeks) [16 courses]

1,272

Term 2 (8 weeks) [18 courses]

1,408

Term 3 (8 weeks) [24 courses]

1,520

Term 4 (8 weeks) [25 courses]

1,408

Zoology Weekend (2 days)

40

Easter Circarnival (5 days)

55

Easter Intensives

46

Winter Intensives

32

Winter Holiday Circus Camp

17

Trial Class Adults

18

Trial Class Children

30

Tea and Circus

schools Programs
one-off workshops

school Programs
Multiple workshops

St John Fisher College Term 1 (8 weeks)
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total
attendance and
workshops

total workshop
Places

term
classes
special events

Project

Attendance 5,608
Workshops 664

Attendance 438
Workshops 36

200
72

St John Fisher College Term 2 (8 weeks)

63

St John Fisher College Term 3 (8 weeks)

48

Northside School of Dance Term 1 (8 weeks)

135

Northside School of Dance Term 2 (8 weeks)

165

Northside School of Dance Term 3 (8 weeks)

150

Northside School of Dance Term 4 (8 weeks)

120

Brisbane Boys College Term 1 (8 weeks)

64

Greenslopes Primary School (9 weeks)

810

Break It Down Dance School Term 3 (9 weeks)

72

Break It Down Dance School Term 4 (9 weeks)

72

St Williams OSHC

51

Emmaus College

24

Brisbane Boys College

10

Stuartholme School

90

Oakey State High School

14

Shorncliffe State High School

70

Anglican Church Grammar School

65

Staines Memorial College

36

Surat Community College & Mothers Group Workshops

130

Attendance 1,771
Workshops 91

Attendance 490
Workshops 11

workshops at events

QPAC (Circus Skills Workshop Week 1)

155

QPAC (Circus Skills Workshop Week 2)

145

QPAC (Learn to Fly)

60

PDDC – Tennyson

12

Cheer Clinic

30

Expressions Dance Company ( 2 sessions)

30

Red Kite Family Day

50

Flying Arts (Longreach)

160

Flying Arts (Blackall)

60

Flying Arts (Brisbane)

12

Brisbane Passing Convention

14

Jay Gilligan Workshops

36

Cornucopia

35

Charlotte’s Birthday

14

Nate’s Birthday

24

QUT Executive Master Class

25

QLD Big BBQ

circa Zoo

150

Shopfront and Performance Space JWCoCA

440

Multicap Gala Ball

200

Renaissance De Vaudeville

250

Brisbane Music & Entertaining Network

100

The Brink Party 1

250

Brisbane Festival – ‘Strange Familiar Angel’

1,439

2,900

The 2 High Festival

1,000

total

Attendance 6,979
Performances 30

250

Brisbane Festival – ‘Are We There Yet?’

Circa Zoo 2010 Cabaret

Attendance 1,912
Workshops 21

900

Youth Arts Showcase

The Brink Party 2

total
attendance and
workshops

total workshop
Places

Project

150
attendance 17,198
workshops 853
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circa Zoo & Zoolings
Circa Zoo is Circa’s extension
performance program for
talented young people who,
in following Circa’s ethos,
re-imagine circus in their own
way under the guidance of
trainers and directors. Circa
Zoo performed at events in
the Circa Studio, various local
performance venues and at
the QUT Festival Theatre at
Brisbane Powerhouse as part of
the Brisbane Festival.
Circa Zoolings, a stepping
stone program established
for students with the passion
and potential to be a part of
Circa Zoo, also performed in
the Brisbane Festival ‘Are We
There Yet’ show and had an
installation piece on show at The
2 High Festival at the Brisbane
Powerhouse.
Audiences 6,979
Performances 30
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suPPorters
Circa, through its Circa
Development Group (a group
of volunteers from the business
community), has secured
support and partnerships
that enable long term growth
and development of the
organisation, its products,
values, reputation and role in
the community. We would like
to thank the Circa Development
Group for their support and
acknowledge the following
people and organisations for
their commitment to Circa in
2010:

bOARD
Chair Karyn Brinkley
treasurer Ric Roach
Secretary David Stitt
Members Bill Andrew, Allan
Welsh
IMAGe L-R
David Stitt, Allan Welsh,
Karyn Brinkley

Qut Faculty of business
Philip bacon Galleries
Dowling Family Foundation
Mr Greg bitomsky
the CeO Institute
Arete executive
three bistro
Circa March Gala Performance
Donors
Circa acknowledges the
assistance of the Australian
Government through the
Australia Council, its arts
funding and advisory body and
the Queensland Government
through Arts Queensland.
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StAFF
artistic director/ceo
Yaron Lifschitz
executive Director
Collette Brennan
Director of Development
Gaelle Lindrea
Director of International
Partnerships and Programs
Jo Metcalf
Production Manager
Jason Organ
Production Coordinator
Danielle Kellie
Associate Director
Ben Knapton
Producer
Brian Faker (until June )
Diane Stern
training Centre Manager
Mark Douglass (until December)
Brooke Dawson
training Centre Coordinator
Brooke Dawson (until
December)
Marketing and Administration
Officer
Beck Grace (until September)
Linda Reed
Finance and Administration
Officer
Brigit Bannerman (until May )
Helen Stephens
book keeper
Evan Lau

tRAIneRS
Jen Buskey
Louise Clark
Lani Cleaton
Brooke Dawson
Tami Dawson
Tim Endicott
Natano Fa’anana
Rachael Gibson
Michelle Grant Iramu
Bec Jones
Emily Jones
George Le Coteur
Brook Lester
Sergio Machado
Lachlan McCaulay
Bianca McKail
Rhys Miller
Rudi Mineur
Anna Murray
Claire Ogden
Li Pawson
Olivia Porter
Julian Roberts
Lachlan Shelley
Adam Tucker
Triton Tunis-Mitchell
Ian Wilson
tRAInee tRAIneRS &
MeMbeRS OF CIRCA ZOO
Jamin Samios
Ashleigh Pearce
Conor Blackley

PeRFORMeRS
Freyja Edney
Darcy Grant
Scott Grove
Emma McGovern
Jesse Scott
Emma Serjeant
Lewis West
IMAGe FROnt L-R
Brooke Dawson, Scott Grove,
Ben Knapton, Linda Reed,
Emma Serjeant, Diane Stern,
Yaron Lifschitz, Gaelle Lindrea,
Darcy Grant, Helen Stephens,
Collette Brennan, Jesse Scott,
Emma McGovern, Lewis West,
Freyja Edney, Jason Organ
Photo by Darcy Grant
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incoMe and sPend

Australia Council Triennial / Annual Program Funding 20.21%
Interest 0.42%
Donations 1.43%
Currency Gain/ Loss -0 55%
Australia Council Project Funding 1.50%

Participants/Workshop Fees 10.61%

Venue & Equipment Hire 0.01%
Reimbursements and
Recoveries 3.89%
Box Office & Entry Fees 0.46%

total 2010 incoMe
$1,997,610

Arts Qld Annual / Multi-Year Arts
Funding 23.88%

Contract / Co-Producer Fees 37.10%
Arts Qld Project Arts Funding 1.05%

Sundries 0.40%
Depreciation 1.74%
laries - Performers 41.42%

Communicatio
Production / Technical
Freight, Bump In/Out Costs 1.46%

Fees, Allowances and On Costs 11.35%

Insurance 3.
Office Rent and Running Cos
Legal, Finance & Governance
Advertising & Promoti
Office Consu
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Wages & Salaries - Administration 12.98%
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Circa Ensemble
Incorporated
ABN 19 450 916 143
Judith Wright Centre of
Contemporary Arts
Level 3, 420 Brunswick St
Fortitude Valley Q 4006
PO Box 116
Fortitude Valley Q 4006
P. 07 3852 3110
F. 07 3852 3120
E. info@circa.org.au
W. www.circa.org.au

